
STOCKPORT CREDIT UNION  

MINUTES OF THE SIXTEENTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

HELD VIRTUALLY ON 22 MARCH 2022  

 

This Annual General Meeting was Via Virtual Conferencing and hosted by SCU’s trade 

body, ABCUL. Jackie Littlewood from ABCUL went through some administration 

housekeeping prior to handing over to our Chair, Joanne Griffiths 

 

WELCOME AND REPORT FROM THE CHAIR - Joanne Griffiths  

Welcome- First, Joanne thanked Jackie and Jake from ABCUL for supporting us today and 

the volunteers and members for attending. The chair outlined the running order, 

procedures, and subject matter for the meeting.  

Report- SCU has had an amazing 12 months. Against a difficult backdrop several years ago 

with regulators to keep our members and organisation safe, a merger/ takeover by another 

CU was possible. Thankfully, as you all know. that did not happen.  

We have invested in staff over last twelve months and there is more to do, of course. Our 

staff have the members’ needs at heart and I wish to thank you all Work has taken place on 

Nominations with Jonathan, Melanie, and Elaine to invest in Board recruitment. I would like 

to introduce Stephen Johnson who stands for election today as a NED. Thanks to Stephen 

for all his help. All his hard work on our security, from an IT perspective has increased. 

Stephen gives us extra confidence from our operational and a risk perspective.  

I would like to thank my colleagues today who give up so much of their precious time to 

SCU. I’m excited about the future. All the foundation is in place to keep the business and 

members safe.  

There are challenges, but we are confident and ambitious going forward. SCU has a future 

beyond Brinnington and Stockport. We want to reach out to members in all SK postcodes 

not supported by a credit union.  

Joanne then read out a paper on the subject of Audit and Risk for Governance: 

It has been an unprecedented and challenging year due to a series of unrelated bad luck 

relating to our resourcing. Our Audit and Risk Committee has had four chair and interim 

chairs.  Why they have left, cannot be discussed, but the reasons have been both personal 

and a change in their own working environment. This has resulted in personnel not being 

able to give the time they would like to SCU.   I can confirm that, we have not received any 

resignation citing dissatisfaction with the audit or risk position of SCU. Also, no-one involved 

in risk and audit was asked to resign.  In Summer of 2021, we recognised that despite 

having the audit and risk experience, we wanted to recruit a specific compliance person to 

the Board. We welcomed Laura Havard to our Board. Laura has done good work for us over 

the past few weeks but just in the last forty-eight hours, due to personal circumstances, she 

has had to leave SCU.  Laura was the fourth Audit and Risk key person to resign. The first of 



the four to resign was James McMillan. He kept us safe and stable against a difficult 

backdrop.  

Nominations have met and will be recruiting two members to the Board: one audit with an 

essentially accountancy background and one with compliance expertise. In the meantime, 

our colleagues Melanie Foster and Stephen Johnson will operate within the audit and risk 

space. 

We have been given a clean bill of health from our Internal Auditors. In 2021, we undertook 

Money Laundering training for staff and volunteers, and we amended our work procedures 

particularly regarding credit risk. This resulted in a new Credit Control policy. We now have 

a full-time member of staff who focuses on credit control. Welcome Helen.  We are 

exploring adding compliance capability onto out payroll for the first time. We are confident 

that we will be able to report at the next AGM that audit and risk is running better than ever 

before.   

Audit and Risk is the Board’s number one priority. 

PRESENTATION FROM THE CEO- Jonathan Moore 

Jonathan’s report took the form of a video initially. This was prepared by our marketing 

team. This has the benefit of being able to be used in other forums such as social media. 

Jonathan’s video is available to view on SCU’s YouTube channel. Then Jonathan answered 

questions which came to us prior to this meeting. 

Q1. What is our uplift in membership from end of F.Y. September 2020- end F.Y. September 

2021? 

A1. At end of 2020, we were recording 4519 members and September in 2021 4839. 

Therefore, an uplift of 320. This is the number on our regulatory returns. We have more 

people joining and some leaving, so 320 is the net difference.  

The influx of new members joining us was the spur to setting up the Welcome Team. Staff 

member, Sharon heads up the team with the help of volunteers.  The purpose is to give our 

members a feel of what the SCU is about and make them feel welcome. We hope to 

improve and expand this benefit to our members in future. 

Q2. How do we move our new members over from a Welcome Loan and Child Benefit Loan 

to a Saver Loan?   

A2. Our treasurer’s report will elucidate this in detail. Approximately two thirds of our 

members are now on the saver loan product.  Tracey’s input in this area was insightful. To 

encourage our members in this progression, we encourage them to save as much as they 

can afford depending on affordability. When they come back for a top-up loan with the view 

that this will move them more quickly to the saver loan.  Most members save a minimum of 

£5 per week. We have moved approximately 70% of members over from 42.6 % interest to 

the 26.8% interest due to the growth of the Share one savings. Savings for Share Two are 

also advocated.  We maintain as much flexibility as we can if a member is struggling, 

depending on the share and loan balance, as stated in our loan policy.  Please be assured 

that we are working very hard to move members over to a lower interest-bearing loan This 

is benefits them and SCU given that claims’ management companies are looking at credit 

unions regarding miss-selling of loans. 



Q3. This concerned the extent of SCU’s preparedness regarding and all recent aspects of 

inflation, the current financial crisis including universal credit uplifts and the cessation of 

furlough payments. 

A3.  We are fully aware and have taken the following actions: 

i)ensuring a cycle of debt does not occur by our staff monitoring top-up loans carefully to 

get loans paid off to zero or more quickly than previously, 

ii)Increasing staff training into credit searching, including recent changes to government 

rules on this regarding the evidence to the validity of payment of debts. 

iii)We review our lending policy regularly and converse with borrowers on the wisdom of 

taking on more debt. 

We have lots of ideas on how SCU can help our members coming up later on the agenda 

today. 

 

PRESENTATION BY THE TREASURER, CONTAINING HIGHLIGHTS FROM 

THE ANNUAL REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS – Andrew Foster 

The treasurer’s report took the form of a recording. 

There were no questions for the treasurer. 

Further questions for the CEO, Jonathan Moore, who explained that all 

questions could not be answered today but they will be done so 

individually directly.  

Q4, Could we know about the Stockport Homes employee? 

A4. The job started in January 2022, funded a grant from by SMBC. Based at 

Cornerstone four days, First House one day. The job is two-fold.  First, was too 

explain to Stockport Homes’ staff and managers what SCU does (and doesn’t do). 

Second, to engage with Stockport Homes tenancies (12 thousand approximately) to 

help them access the services of the credit union. Our employee will be based at 

Cornerstone and will process some of the loans.  

Joanne interjected to answer a question on the Structure Chart of the Board. Joanne 

clarified the make-up of the SCU committees, restating that the audit and risk 

committee is being managed by our vice chair and Stephen Johnson in the 

meantime. Joanne confirmed that a structure chart will be available in the very near 

future?? 

Q5, How does SCU service members who aren’t online, don’t have smart phones, 

work during the day or are not local to Brinnington? 

A5, We had no choice but to take the decision during the pandemic to be a virtual 

credit union.  We had to close collection points during Covid to keep people safe We 

invested heavily in NIVO as have many other credit unions.  We have found that 

virtually no members tell us that they feel disadvantaged by having the NIVO 



platform. All the staff are attuned to supporting all members.  Occasionally, we have 

a telephone call, and we talk them through the process. Members often can access a 

mobile phone even if they don’t own one. We will operate a f2f service from First 

House on an appointment basis. We have also joined The Digital Alliance who work 

with people to help to become digitally aware and we do have a paper-based 

process to send out to people. We are becoming a digital population and with the 

best will in the world, we cannot help absolutely everyone. We do the greatest good 

given our limited resources, but we do receive good feedback from our members. 

Jonathan moved onto SCU’s new Cost of Living Package – Three segments from 

Jonathan, Melanie, Jonathan 

We are not just here to provide a loans and savings service; we are here to look 

after people and do some good. (Access Jonathan on linked-in). We used our new 

marketing partners to help us launch our new package. One part of which, we 

believe is unique to the Credit Union sector. 

1. Locked Winter Fuel Saver – Jonathan 

Similar to the Christmas Saver- members have a nest egg in October/November 

when utility bills are high. We are currently looking for grant funding to set up a 

bonus for people who take up this scheme. We are also in discussion with the 

illegal money lending people who are indicating that any funding could be 

available for existing as well as new members. More on this later. 

2. Wellbeing Scheme – Melanie  

SCU have spent a lot of time on our operating structure in order to support 

the staff and as part of that work, we have looked at the benefits we can 

provide for them. We looked at implementing a wellbeing proposition for staff 

initially and then decided we could provide this benefit to our members as 

well. The company we decided on was Spectrum Life who work with 1500 

business across the UK and Ireland. The package will contain access to 

financial, legal, and counselling services, together with rewards and discounts 

from various retailers. 

 A video followed with more details. 

 

Spectrum life have built a package specifically for SCU so we hope you are as 

excited about it as we are If there are any questions regarding this scheme, 

please put them in the chat and then we will use those to build answers/ 

information and get further information out to all our members in the next 

few weeks.  

3. Assistance for those members with pre-payment utility bills by 

helping them to move from a pre-payment metre to a standard billing 

meter - Jonathan 

We will train our volunteers to help with this. 

More publicity coming soon  



AGM MEETING AND OFFICIAL BUSINESS – Joanne  

• A. Apologies for Absence  

 None received  

• B. Resolution 1: Approval of the Minutes of the Fifteenth Annual 

General Meeting as a factual record of that meeting. 

Proposed by Elaine Preece  

Seconded by Joanne Griffiths 

Voted -93% (of those attending) 

Result- 62% voted Yes, 35% Abstained as they did not attend, 4% voted Against.  

Resolution passed 

 

• C. Matters arising from the meeting of the Fifteenth AGM 

There were no matters arising  

• D. Resolution 2: Adoption of the Financial Statements for the year 

ended 30 September 2021. 

Proposed by Andrew Foster 

Seconded by Stephen Johnson 

Voted- 86% 

Result-92% voted Yes, 8% No 

Resolution passed 

 

• E Resolution 3: Approval of the Distribution from Surplus 

Proposed by Andrew Foster 

Seconded by James Gracey 

Voted- 83% 

Result- 86% voted Yes, 4% No 

Resolution passed 

• F. Resolution 4: Re-appointment of the External Auditors 

Proposed by Rob Grant 

Seconded by Stephen Johnson 



Voted -86% 

Result - 92% voted Yes, 8% voted No 

Resolution passed 

• G. Resolution 5: Results of the Election of Board of Directors – 

Stephen Johnson 

Proposed by Melanie Foster 

Seconded by James Gracey 

Voted- 90% 

Result - 82% voted For, 8% voted against 

Resolution passed 

• H. Resolution 6: Abolition of the Credit Committee 

Proposed by Melanie Foster 

Seconded by Tracey Gallimore 

Jonathan gave us an explanation for this resolution: 

Discussed over considerable time both at SCU and in the sector as a whole. 

Timescale for processing loans is getting shorter across the credit union sector. SCU 

needs to compete with the for-profit organisations out there. These decisions need 

to be made in house. We can no longer rely on an external credit committee. Plus, 

operational team been expanded together with banking/ lending skills. Jonathan 

there more than previously and has a 30-year career in lending. In addition, we have 

implemented an escalating mandating structure. Larger, more complex loans need 

dual sign-off and possibly more for very large loans. We are looking to the future 

where we can give a better and better service to our members. Jonathan consulted 

with the Credit Committee, and we are keen to retain their skills and have offered 

them other options and opportunities within SCU. 

Joanne informed us that we received a proposal just before this AGM was convened 

to change this resolution. After consultation with our ABCUL colleagues and we will 

we give it further consideration but not as a rule change. Joanne thanked the 

member for this proposal. 

Voted - 93% 

Result -85% voted Yes, 15% voted No 

Resolution passed 

• I. Resolution 7: Approval of the Extension of our Common Bond 

Question in chat as to why the decision was made to extend the Common Bond 



Joanne outlined the reason common bond and briefly how this will be managed then handed 

over to James Gracey (Development Committee Chair) who enlightened the meeting on the 

rational for this resolution: 

Our common bond covers the postcodes SKI-SK8 aligning with the boundaries of Stockport 

Metropolitan Borough. We have had anticipate considerable growth over the next 10 years 

to increase our loan book to at least £10 million, taking us into the realm of one of the UK’s 

mid-tier credit unions. We wish to offer an increasingly professional service and anticipate 

these efficiencies will flow from a reduced cost to income ratio and enable us to provide a 

greater investment to our members. We have not seen full penetration of our current 

common bond and over time we expect this to improve. Extending our current common 

bond will safeguard our future to grow. Extending into SK9- SK23 will essentially double our 

current population of 300K. We will be providing support to those post codes that do not 

have a credit union. Jonathan has consulted with other credit unions that cover some of 

these post codes and there has been no objection to our extension, making us confident 

that we can progress with this. If this is voted for, we will engage with our marketing team 

to engage with new local authorities and most importantly contacting potential new payroll 

partners.  

No questions for James. If there are any questions after the AGM, James will support the 

team in this. 

We then moved to the poll 

Voted 93% 

Result -92% voted Yes. 8% voted No 

Resolution passed  

This concluded the AGM business.  

Prior to a vote of thanks and closure of the meeting, Joanne alluded to the subject from a 

section of our members; that of proxy voting.  

Jake Hatch, key relationship manager from ABCUL, clarified this for us -SCU’s rule change of 

2020 states that we ‘may’ adopt proxy voting. This is a Board decision whether we do or 

not.  This year, the Board decided not to adopt proxy voting due to how this meeting would 

be run. Credit Unions like to future-proofs their rule book so allow some flexibility given the 

extensive process of formal rule changes. 

Joanne thanked ABCUL for their support today. It is the Board and staff’s aspiration that 

we have a face-to-face AGM next year which will remove the proxy barrier experienced 

today. 

Joanne closed the meeting and reiterated that we all want to provide the best service we 

can for the residents of Stockport Common Bond. Joanne particularly thanked the staff of 

SCU who work incredibly hard for our members over and above their contracted working 

hours to fulfil SCU’s aims. We want to look after them and give them confidence that SCU 

has a future. 

Jonathan expressed his wish to thank the Board for giving a huge amount of their time, 

expertise and care and attention for a range of altruistic reason and without them we would 



not exist. Jonathan particularly singled out and thanked Joanne for the work she has done 

since she became Chair and Andrew who is on site 3 or 4 times a week.  

Joanne officially closed the meeting, thanked Jackie Littlewood and her 

colleagues, and reiterated that questions will be answered in one calendar 

month. 

 

Appendix – questions answered after the AGM  
: For Chair - What specific Credit Union training have Directors and staff undertaken in 
20/21  
1) We continue to make use of the ABCUL academy.  
2) All directors, staff, and volunteers were required to have Money Laundering training  
3) Staff receive regular training on a range of different relevant topics.  
Q: How has the Treating Members Fairly review progressed - this was mentioned last year 
by Funsho.  
We completed an exercise during the year of assessing our customer-facing policies and 
processes to ensure that TCF is embedded. Training work on the subject has also taken 
place at various times.  
Q: Thank you Chair. How have the Internal Auditor's been involved this year? Could 
Halliday's have not stepped in to offer independent reassurance to members?  
Hallidays were involved earlier in the year. The issue with the staffing of Audit and Risk 
Committee has only occurred in the last few months prior to the AGM. The newly re-staffed 
ARC will be undertaking a review of auditors as it was felt that Halliday’s last piece of work 
was disappointingly executed by them.  
Q: As a general point - the Lay member roles have always shown as vacant on the website. 
How do members know how to contact the Lay members (when they were in post) and 
what access did they have to Board meetings and Board minutes?  
We have updated the website with the names of the lay members following the AGM. We 
have had two lay members in post throughout the period in question, and they are still in 
post today. Once the ARC is functioning again access to papers will be for that committee to 
determine.  
Q: You have asked members to follow social media – no channels seem to have much 
engagement so far – apart from the Facebook Review section. In the last 2 years, 16 
reviews have been posted with an impressive rating of 4.8.  
There are 3 reviews from employees of the Credit Union – these probably need a bit of a 
rider on them. And 6 other reviews possibly from members or credit union supporters.  
There are 7 reviews in this vein: Transparent Forex Trader and Highly Recommended Bitcoin 
Expert with good reputation and who happens to enter the mouths of thousands of 
investors due to his good works. MRS charlotte wayne is the Trader I'm still gonna 
recommend. Not Just because I've seen so many persons recommending her, but because 
his's reliable, Honest, Transparent and the very Best in the Forex Trading System...If she 
tells you that your $500 investment can give you $7,000, that's exactly how it's gonna be 
because I'm a living witness to her trading skills. she does exactly what she promised. MRS 
charlotte you are the best, all thanks to you  
With your £170k spend on staff, do you not have capacity to monitor the social media 
accounts and engage with members on here?  
We do monitor our social media regularly, and we are well aware of the comments you have 
referenced by spam and we have had repeated interactions with Facebook about this over a 
sustained period of time (other credit unions in the North West also have similar issues). FB 
has demonstrated itself to be unwilling to take this seriously and the alternative is to close 
the review section on FB which I have now instructed our media team to do.  



Q: 1 or 2 members out of 5,000+ without smartphones sounds low? What about a counter 
service at SHG or SMBC?[  
We will be running a ‘drop-in service’ at SHG for their tenants, run by our new Community 
Engagement Officer. We have no current plans to offer anything at SMBC although it’s not 
ruled out forever.  
Q: Is the Board still committed to the CUNA Mutual Life Savngs and Loan cover  
Yes, we are. It is a condition of ABCUL membership and we have no current plans to leave 
ABCUL.  
Q: How many different local authorities do these postcodes fall into - will that be a problem 
logistically working with new LA's? Perhaps a map would be useful for members  
We will be covering Tameside to the north east of our current Common Bond, and Cheshire 
East to the south/south west of our area. We will also slightly cover the areas covered by 
High Peak, Staffordshire Moorlands, and Derbyshire Dales, although these are minor 
considerations compared to Cheshire East and Tameside. Yes, there will be a logistical 
challenge working with them although I wouldn’t describe it as a problem. We will build on 
these relationships over time and it is bound to be slow-going at first.  
Q: Will these areas mostly generate savers (which you don't need?  
Some of these areas will, yes, but some will generate borrowers. We don’t need savers right 
now, but things change and there will probably come a point in the future when more 
savers are welcome in order to continue to provide funding for a growing loan book.  
  

  
 

 

 


